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During the first three months of 

2019, investors had a lot to cheer 

about as U.S. equity markets came 

roaring back to life after a fall off the 

prior quarter.  This helped many of 

the major indexes to recoup a good 

portion of the losses that they 

suffered in the final months of 2018. 
 

While many factors contribute to 

strong equity gains, analysts feel that 

much of the first quarter’s rally was 

fueled by investors reacting to 

central banks backing off their 

previous plan of interest rate hikes in 

favor of announcing they will not 

raise interest rates this year.  Another 

major factor sighted as a reason 

behind the increase was the fact that 

many investors had stepped back 

into equities after the late 2018 

selloff.   
 

On Friday March 29th, the last 

business day of the quarter, the yield 

on a 10-year Treasury U.S. Note 

finished the day at 2.416%. This was 

well below its 2018 year-end 2.684% 

yield. The Wall Street Journal 

reported that for the quarter, yields, 

which fall as bond prices rise, had 

retreated around the world in the 

quarter’s last weeks.  
 

Global Economics 

This is an incredible moment in 

time.  March marked the 10 year 

anniversary of the bottom of the bear 

market of 2007-2009. Currently, the 

global economy is expanding, albeit 

at a slower pace. The slowdown is 

being driven primarily by slowdown 

in the US and Chinese economies. 

The U.S. slowdown is the result of 

the lagged effects of last year’s 

interest rate hikes while the 

Chinese slowdown reflects the 

ongoing rebalancing of the 

economy to one that is more 

consumer-oriented as well as 

the adverse effects of the 

ongoing trade war. Slowing 

global growth and benign 

inflation has the Fed apparently 

backing off its tightening 

stance. The Fed is unlikely to 

raise rates in 2019. 
 

China is in the midst of a 

recession and according to the 

National Bureau of Statistics 

(NBS), Gross Domestic Product   

(GDP) grew by 6.4% compared 

to a year earlier, the weakest 

increase since Q1 2009. 

“Growth in China could 

plummet to 2 % over the next 

decade — from the expected 

6.0% to 6.5% target this year”, 

predicted Capital’s Chief Asia 

Economist Mark Williams at a 

conference in Singapore on 

March 5th. Williams added, 

“China’s time as an emerging 

markets outperformer is 

ending.”  (Source: CNBC 3/6/2019) 
 

Brexit, the United Kingdom 

(UK) leaving the European 

Union (EU), is another major 

concern for investors.  The 

original vote to do this was in 

June of 2016 and it had a 

deadline of March 2019.  A 

delay has pushed this deadline 

into the second quarter, so at 

the end of the first quarter 

(which is when this report was 

written) Brexit is another 

source of uncertainty. 



Is the global slowdown a problem or only a pause? We 

remind our clients that deceleration is nothing new. It’s been 

the story so far this year, as the incremental decline in fiscal 

thrust and interest rate hikes ensured it would be. The 

inversion of certain parts of the yield curve is new, however, 

and it’s commanding attention from the financial media and 

from investors drawn to a leading indicator that consistently 

works. We like the yield curve, too, and it’s one of the three 

components of our simple recession indicator, but it’s only 

one. The other two components – Leading Economic 

Indicator (LEI) and equilibrium fed funds rate model - have 

yet to confirm its message, and the way things look now, it 

may well be awhile before they do.  
 

Interest Rates are Still Critical 

We have taken note of the inversion of parts of the yield 

curve (i.e. it is not fully inverted), but we will not overreact 

to it. While it has been a reliable recession indicator for the 

last half-century, it consistently sounds the alarm too early to 

merit immediate investment action. In addition, we think that 

QE1, QE2, and QE3 (as well as global pressure on interest 

rates) must have made some contribution to the decline in the 

term premium on long-term bonds. Neither the LEI nor our 

equilibrium fed funds rate model have corroborated its 

warning, and the bombed-out term premium may have biased 

it into inverting even sooner than it otherwise would. There’s 

no need for Paul Revere to ready his horse just yet.  
 

During the Federal Reserve’s March two-day meeting, after 

evaluating the health of the U.S. economy, as expected, 

interest rates remained unchanged.  After Chairman Jerome 

Powell and other senior Fed officials reexamined old 

assumptions for inflation, they cited, “stubbornly low 

inflation” as the chief reason for shifting its direction from 

its earlier plans to raise the key interest rate that influences 

the cost of borrowing for businesses and consumers.  
 

Investors now know that the central bank wants to see more 

evidence — clear and overwhelming evidence — that 

inflation is really heating up before it raises interest rates 

again. The Fed’s current benchmark interest rate is at a range 

of 2.25% to 2.5%, which is up from near zero as recently as 

2015. To help put that in perspective, the current rate is still 

quite low by historical standards. 
 

U.S.  Economic Outlook 

One of the most critical data points for the U.S. economy is 

Gross Domestic Product, or GDP.  This rate, which measures 

the growth of the U.S. economy is expected to stay between 

2% and 3% for 2019. The Federal Open Market Committee 

at their March 21st meeting forecasted that the U.S. GDP’s 

growth will slow down from 3% in 2018 to 2.1% in 2019.  

They also indicated that it is predicted to be 1.9% in 2020 

and 1.8% in 2021.  (Source: The Balance 3/29/ 2019) 
 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected that the U.S. 

unemployment rate will be 3.7% in 2019. They feel that it 

will increase to 3.9% in 2021. (Source: The Balance 3/29/ 2019) 
 

A weaker housing market and rising oil prices can put further 
pressure on the overall U.S. economy. Although it is facing 

some challenges, the U.S. economy is still the largest and 

most important in the world. The U.S. economy represents 

about 20% of total global output and it is still larger than 

China’s economy. (Source: Focus Economics 3/26/ 2019) 
 

Investment Implications 
We are optimistic that this cycle will ultimately be the 

longest on record, though we do not believe our view is 

Pollyannaish. Recessions typically occur because certain 

parts of the economy get overheated and then corrected. The 

usual trappings of the end of the cycle simply aren’t evident 

yet. The U.S. economy, following a brief-spurt of above 

trend growth, is now slowing towards trend. Appropriately, 

the Fed is backing down from its tightening stance. The silver 

lining of the Fed’s dovish surprise is that the bull market in 

equities and other risk assets has been granted an open-ended 

extension.  

 

No one can really predict when the next recession will hit 

with any degree of precision but these things don’t operate 

Key Points 

1. Q1 started 2019 with strong returns for 
equity investors.  

2. Yields on 10-year treasury notes declined 
to 2.416% at the quarter’s end.  

3. Many global economies struggled in early 
2019. 

4. The Fed said they do not currently plan to 
raise interest rates in 2019. 

5. The U.S. economy could be showing signs 
of a slowdown. 

6. Strategies with a Defensive bias are Key 

7. Focus on your personal goals and call us 
with any concerns. 



on a set schedule. Expansions don’t die of old age. Economic 

cycles don’t care who the president is and they certainly 

don’t care what the calendar says. We therefore remain 

constructive on the economy and financial markets, and 

advise that investment portfolios should still maintain some 

exposure to riskier assets.  
 

Much of our constructive view depends on Chinese 

authorities relaxing their deleveraging campaign, global 

trade tensions easing, and some hint of green shoots 

appearing in the rest of the world. If those elements of our 

base-case scenario fail to materialize, we will likely become 

more cautious and could see a recession sooner rather than 

later. For the next year or two, our very highest value to our 

clients may be oriented toward selective growth 

opportunities but mostly preservation of wealth. 
 

When conditions are right for us to back up the truck and 

add risk, we’ll gladly do so. This is not one of those times. 
 

Bloomberg reports that, “concerns that a recession is coming 

are rising, with a quarter of all economists saying that a 

slump is possible in the next 12 months.” While it’s 

impossible to tell before the fact when a recession will come 

– concern is increasing. So, what does that really mean?  
(Source: Bloomberg 4/4/ 2019). 

 

Recession 

After several years of growth, analysts and reporters on 

nightly news and television stations are now cautioning that 

the United States might be headed for a recession within the 

next year. “The global economy is highly likely to go into a 

recession if the U.S. and China don’t reach a trade deal 

within three months”, Moody’s Analytics Chief Economist 

Mark Zandi said on CNBC on April 2nd.   (Source: CNBC 4/2/ 

2019) 
 

For many, the word recession sounds scary and we defined 

what a recession is in the following box. Recessions can be 

mild, moderate or severe.  The fact that the business cycle is 

receding does not necessarily mean it will reduce to 

dangerous levels. However, investors still need to prepare. 
 

Even though recessions can be short-term events, there can 

be longer term consequences from a period of economic 

downturn. For example, higher unemployment can mean that 

those people concerned or effected might be forced to delay 

or stop saving for buying a home, pursuing educational 

opportunities, or taking vacations. Businesses also can be 

affected by recessions, because as consumers reduce or cut 

their spending, small business profits start to decline and 

large companies may put off investing in new ventures or 

expansion. 
 

Recessions can affect large companies by reducing their 

revenues and earnings which in return could cause their stock 

prices to go down (many stocks declined over 50% during 

the last two recessions). While recessions are a normal part 

of the business cycle, there is no perfect way to predict how 

and when a recession will occur or how long it will last. 

Whether we are headed for a slowdown or a recession, one 

thing that is clear is an investor’s investment strategy should 

include a focus on downside protection. 
 

Strategies with a Defensive Bias are Key 
 

Our investment philosophy is simple but powerful: We aim 

to capture most of the market’s good times and miss most 

of its bad times.  
 

We believe that missing severe market drops is essential to 

investment success, because the less investors lose during 

downturns, the less they have to make up before their gains 

become true gains during a rebound. We don’t have to beat 

the market every year, because we don’t experience the big 

downside losses. Making money is important, but protecting 

that money can be just as important. 
 

Bear markets are devastating to wealth and it takes a very 

long time for investors to first recover and then make real 

headway in terms of positive returns. Ten years ago, stocks 

bottomed after a two year bear market that wiped out 54% of 

market value. The S&P 500 didn’t even make it past the 2000 

highs until the year 2013. That is a zero % return for 13 years!  
 

Investors have a proven history of buying near the highs, 

selling virtually everything at the lows and missing the bulk 



of rising bull markets, sitting on the sidelines wishing they 

hadn’t sold everything. Dalbar conducts studies on actual 

investor returns looking at rolling 20 year windows and 

routinely finds that investor returns are regularly less than 

1/3 of the real results generated by either stocks or bond 

indices based on (bad) behavioral issues. 
 

We’re very much about dynamically adjusting risk according 

to market conditions and giving our clients a tolerable 

experience with positive, consistent returns over time. Our 

proprietary Business Cycle Asset Management strategy is 

designed to smooth the waves of the investing seas to 

successfully navigate the winds of change. We have 

confidence that our BCAM process will help navigate us 

through any volatility that may be ahead. 
 

CAUTION in 2019  

is still the principal  
notion for investors.   

 

Discuss any concerns with us. 
 
 

Our advice is not one-size-fits-all. We will always consider 

your feelings about risk and the markets and review your 

unique financial situation when making recommendations.  
If you would like to revisit your specific holdings or risk 

tolerance, please call our office or bring it up at our next 

scheduled meeting. 
 

We pride ourselves in offering:   
 consistent and strong communication,  

 a schedule of regular client meetings, and 

 continuing education for every member of our team 

on the issues that affect our clients.  

 

A skilled financial advisor can help 

make your journey easier. 
 

Our goal is to understand your needs and then try to 

create a plan to address those needs.  We continually 

monitor your portfolio and make changes when 

needed. While we cannot control financial markets 

or interest rates, we keep a watchful eye on them and 

our BCAM process has the goal of reducing risk 

when financial conditions deteriorate. No one can 

predict the future with complete accuracy, so we 

keep the lines of communication open with you.  Our 

primary objective is to take the emotions out of 

investing. We can discuss your specific situation at 

your next review meeting or you can call to schedule 

an appointment. As always, we appreciate the 

opportunity to assist you with your financial 

matters. 

 
 
   

 
 

 

 

“We cannot direct the wind, but we can adjust the sails." 
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Complimentary Financial Check-up 
 

If you are currently not a client of Zephyr Investment Management, we would like to offer you a complimentary, 
one-hour, private consultation with one of our professionals at absolutely no cost or obligation to you. To schedule 

your financial check-up, please call Cher Munoz at (805) 496-6810 and we’d be happy to assist. 
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